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Step 5 Make sure that the Seat Rail is secured. For best results, assemble your home gym in the
location where you intend to use it. If the locking pins do not fully retract or interfere with the side
plates, make the following adjustment. Cable Adjustment Requires Two People 1. Position the base
somewhere between the two locking positions. Place the backing plate larger piece, with the curved
side facing up, in between the two rightside 50 lb. Use two people for this step.Make sure the Squat
Holder locks securely into Seat Rail. Install Ab Crunch Attachment Optional Attachment 1. Place
Hooks on Ab Crunch Attachment over the posts on the Seat Rail Support and press down into
position. Nautilus, Inc. All rights reserved. Nautilus, Bowflex, the Bowflex logo, Bowflex Ultimate
and Power Rod are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Nautilus, Inc. Nautilus, Inc.,
World Headquarters, 16400 SE Nautilus Drive, Vancouver, WA 98683 1800NAUTILUS
www.nautilus.com. Congratulations. Congratulations on your commitment to improving your health
and fitness.Step 4 Latch the Seat Rail Securing Device. Page 5 Before You Start 4Part B. Release the
Seat Rail Securing DeviceBefore You Assemble Basic Assembly PrinciplesPage 7 Parts List 6Lat Bar
Rests Vertical Main Frame. Lat BarPartsRemove Wire TiesThe cables that retract the locking pins
maySTEP 4 Front Plastic Cover. Parts Pan Head Allen BoltParts Rod Box. After installing the Rod
Box in Step 7, install the Rod Retainer. STEP 7B. Page 25 24. STEP 8 Do Not Tighten The Hardware
For This Step Until Step. Page 26 25. STEP 10 Rod Pack Not ShownParts Rod BoxSTEP 19 Right
Shoulder Bar Button Head ScrewSTEP 22 optional attachment ArmParts Pivot Arm. Page 34 33.
STEP 24 Middle Pad. Parts Roller Pad. STEP 26 Pan Head AllenParts. Cable Installation STEP 1.
ToolCable Installation STEP 2. Page 38 37. Cable Installation STEP 3Cable Installation STEP 4.
ToolCable Installation STEP 5. ToolCable Installation STEP 6
Cheeks.http://ebm.co.kr/userData/board/diagnostic-manual-intellectual-disability-pdf.xml
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ToolInstall Squat AttachmentInstall Squat AttachmentInstall Leg Extension AttachmentInstall Leg
Extension Seat Leg extension. Page 46 DVD Player 45. Install BenchInstall DVD Player Optional
AttachmentPage 48 This manual is written and designed. Offers not available with any other offers
and are subject to availability and may change at any time. Prices are subject to change. Shipping
discount applies to standard shipping option only. Offers are valid once to a customer and excludes
previously placed orders. Offers are not valid at retail stores or outlets. Offers valid for a limited
time only.Offers not available with any other offers and are subject to availability and may change at
any time. Offers valid for a limited time only.Please turn it on so that you can experience the full
capabilities of this site. Release the Seat Rail Securing DeviceVertical Main Frame. Rod Hook.
Bench. Cable. Adjustable Pulley System Preacher Curl Attachment Pulley FrameNOTE the rod box
retainer with 2 preinstalled screws is located on the hardware card.STEP 3 Use two people for this
step!If the locking pins do not fully retract or interfere with the side plates, make the following
adjustment. Pull handle and position base between the locking positions. Front Plastic Cover Pan
Head Allen BoltToolRight Shoulder Bar has handle and cableMiddle Pad Roller PadWasher. Seat
Frame. Floating Pulley Assembly Single Pulley Assembly CheeksCable Installation STEP 3Pulley
SliderCable Installation STEP 5Install Squat AttachmentHook. Cable Sliding Pulley Chest Bar.
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Figure E. Install Leg Extension AttachmentHook. Leg extension Seat. Install Bench. Sliding Seat.
Seat Rail. Bracket. Install Ab Crunch Attachment Optional AttachmentNautilus, Bowflex, the Bowflex
logo, Bowflex Ultimate and Power Rod are either registered. The Airdyne has no resistance parts,
and gets all its resistance from
air.http://www.gd-juli.com/userfiles/diagnostic-manual-for-intellectual-disability.xml

These bikes have been around since the late 70s and since that time replacement parts have
remained basically the same. They still use wedge pins in the crank arms, and a two crank system
with a left and right eccentric arm. The grips have remained the same as well as the connecting
arms, pivot bolts and lever arms. We carry all the airdyne parts you will need to maintain and fix
your Schwinn model AD2, and AD6 Airdyne Exerciser. Since 2014 They have come out with several
newer models, the AD6, the Airdyne 2 and AD Pro all of which we carry parts for. We not only carry
repair items for exercisers but we know how to fix them and have available the nuts, lockwashers
and oilite bearings, and chains you will need when you repair your equipment. Amazon calculates a
product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model
takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified
purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish
List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer
reviews for the product. Since most of us cannot dedicate a house to a large complex gym, a home
gym is a great option. Though I love my Total Trainer, its limitations are for leg exercises such as leg
curls and extensions. This is the mother of all assembly nightmares. Its time consuming and painful.
Everything in this gym, from the bench, the tower, the base, and attachments must be assembled.
Routing of the cables is not intuitive and one must be careful when doing so. I dont personally
recommend using the supplied tools. I recommend using a ratcheting wrench, ratcheting
screwdriver and such. It will speed your progress by severalfold. Believe me, I hate to assemble
things, and this will try the most patient persons patience. Construction is solid and heavy. That is
an advantage and disadvantage.

Yes, its stable and will less likely fall apart. BUT it is a pain to move from one room to another, if
necessary. This is several hundred pounds. The bench is stable but not very sturdy. The rods have a
lifetime warranty for weakness. If not cared for, the rods will lose resistance. One of the biggest
advantages of the system is the ability to change weight resistance very easily. Transition from one
exercise to another is easier than most gyms except when it comes to doing dedicated leg exercises
such as a squat, since the bench configuration changes. This bench is NOT sturdy enough to use as a
conventional dumbbell weight bench since its not stable enough for heavy weights. I was looking for
a machine that allowed a quick change from one exercise to another for circuit training. For the
most part this allows me to do it. The plastic base is slip resistant. Definitely a positive attribute to
this machine. The footprint is large and requires a 7 foot long by 3 foot wide by 6.5 foot clearance.
Low basement ceilings will be suboptimal. This does fold to reduce the floor space when its not in
use but that is not a major concern in my gym. Use of the rowing function is surprisingly smooth
though there is not secured base with straps for your feet. So how does this feel when compared to
conventional weights. Well, the resistance doesnt feel exactly like real weights. The initial concentric
contraction is low but then exponentially increases through the range of motion. The eccentric
Negative is good but at the point of least resistance is when your arms are at near rest. It feels more
like a cable machine in the gym than conventional weight stacks. If thats ok by you, then this
machine will do fine. I do find the resistance of some exercises closer to conventional than others.
For example, the leg extension and leg curls feel more like a regular machine. However, doing a
bench press or a lat pull down does not.

As the user goes through the motions there are times when it squeaks and it will need oil or a
lubricant for those periods. Otherwise, its not a noisy machine. Why is that important. The bench
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and arm rest padding are average for durability and comfort. The multifunction grips for doing arm
and upper body exercises are good once you get used to them. Theyre durable enough and will likely
last a few years before requiring replacement. The power rods will required a tether or tie around
them when not in use to improve long term durability. One must be very careful with resistance
changes since this is essentially a spring feeling rod that can break bones or cause some serious
injury to the ones who are not careful. Bear in mind that the rods flare out to the side or slightly
back so you need enough clearance for space when placing this gym somewhere. Overall, the
construction is solid and changing of resistance is quick. FINANCIAL CAVEAT One of the biggest
negatives for this type of system is the resale is very poor. Depreciation for these systems are always
your biggest issues with most home gyms. Obviously the big negative is no warranty coverage, just
so you know, since it only covers the ORIGINAL BUYER. Im very pleased with the machine.
Reviewed in the United States on April 22, 2010 Ive had my eye on this piece of equipment for a
couple years and finally purchased it last month. I own other Bowflex products the SelectTech
dumbbells, stand, and bench and Im a fan of their quality. Shipping was quick and received the
machine within a week. It did come in 7 boxes and many parts. It took me approximately 6
consecutive hours to assemble which didnt bother me so much, but Im pretty handy with assembling
things and enjoy that kind of thing. I was disappointed in the power rods.

If you hookd up the 50lbs rods, the beginning of the move starts out too easy and as you complete
the move the resistance increases as the power rod bends, creating inconsistance resistance
throughout each move. I feel the standard gym machines provide better workouts with consistant
weight resistance throughout the whole movement. The only other issue I had was with the leg
attachment. The seat that mounts onto the base is not very stable. I found that when lifting your legs
towards the top of the movement the seat tended to tip forward slightly disrupting your balance.
Leaning back slightly prevented this. After 4 weeks, I decided to return it before the 6 week return
period elapsed. It was very stressful and time consuming to return!!! Please try again later. Eagle
Vision Top Contributor Photography 4.0 out of 5 stars I have used weight machines all of my life to
stay in shape. Since most of us cannot dedicate a house to a large complex gym, a home gym is a
great option. Im very pleased with the machine.Please try again later. Please try again later. James
5.0 out of 5 stars I dont know if you can get bodybuilder big using this, but if its great for keeping
every part of the body in shape. The rowing machine provides a great cardio workout, and the
machine is capable of supporting full body and targeted exercises. Resistance rods are different than
free weights, with an incremental resistance that some people dont like. Since my focus is more on
staying active, burning fat, and toning as opposed to bulking up, I think its the perfect integration of
aerobic, strength, and cardio. It probably occupies about 5 ft of width clearance, and about 10ft of
length clearance without the leg attachment. It does fold up nicely, but I find it necessary to
reinforce the bench with a bunji when its in stored mode as the bench can fall if not clicked in
properly.

In short, if youre a gym rat, you might not like the confining nature of doing most of your work on
one machine, nor will you like the solitude that a home gym will afford. But if you want to have the
ability to do pretty much any exercise from home, this is a great choice.Please try again later. Please
try again later. William Green 5.0 out of 5 stars I have always been big into working out and weight
lifting but the machine made getting cut up with a good diet very easy. Switching between exercises
is a snap and lifting with the resistance rods hits extra stabilizers often missed and underutilized
with traditional weight lifting. I would not use this solely without some true free weights if trying to
get BIG as it is not a replacement for the big 3 bench press, squats, deads but working in
conjunction with them and some other low rep high weight lifting can really give you some serious
size AND definition. Putting the machine together is kind of a PITA but the instructions are simple to
follow and everything goes together with only a couple different tools. I put the Bowflex together
when I bought it 89 years ago by myself in about a day. After getting out the Navy the Bowflex went



into storage for a number of years and I finally took it out of storage and noticed some minor
damage from improper storage in a barn. Some of the pulleys were banged up, I was missing a few
pieces lost in various moves, and the squat rack wire assembly was sheared off. Service is great and
they handle replacement parts easily and very quick.Please try again later. Please try again later.
Tim D. 5.0 out of 5 stars If you want to get stronger and burn fat, you need to do the big multijoint
exercises like squat, bench, pull downs and overhead press. This machine does them very well, and
safely too because you can do them to failure with no spotter required. The variety of exercises is
another hugh benefit. The manual lists about 100 different movements but there are actually many
more.

The leg extention and leg curls attachments work and fit me very well, I like that I can get a good leg
workout on it. Its been written by others that the rods bend, and they can but it is not permanent. If
you cinch up the rods velcro strap after your workout they will be straight when you come back for
the next one. Even if you leave them loaded on occasion, they will return to straight. The bench,
attachments, handles and other accessories are all of high quality construction and materials. After
using this machine for 5 months I have made significant gains in strength and packed on some
muscle, and I know it will always be the foundation of my fitness program. Since buying this, I have
also purchased bodylastics resisitance bands and a set of powerblock dumbells to round out my
home gym as I feel I can do better small muscle isolation exercises with them. If you want a home
gym machine that provides heavy resisitance, quiet operation, quality engineering, design and
materials and a veritable plethora of excerises for every body part, this machine will work for you
tooPlease try again later. Please try again later. Mark Twain 5.0 out of 5 stars The weight does not
really reach 400 lbs if you want heavy weights but it is relatively close. There are a large variety of
workouts for all bodyparts. Mine came with a grip missingnot really a problem because there were
three others and the company replaced it right away. The boxes were beat up when they came but
nothing was damaged. The rope attachment is virtually useless with this machine but can be used
with the chain included if you really want to use it. I love doing my squats, lunges, leg curls and
extensions on this machine because I have torn cartilage and feel no pain. It is a very low impact
way to lift legs. I am not very good at doing rows and feel like it is awkward and that I cant take
advantage of all the weight when I am doing it. Some may like it though.

Changing lifts is easy because you dont have to switch cables on this machine but switching to
squats, leg curls and extensions or bicep curls takes a little adding of parts but it isnt hardThey are
my favorite use for this machine so it must not be too hard. Putting the machine together is not hard
if you follow the directions. I put it together in one afternoon despite its multiple shipping boxes. I
recommend this machine fully and think it is a great option for lifters out there who want a full gym
without being away from home, the family, and paying for a gym membership.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Chris Van Meter 4.0 out of 5 stars I really love this thing. Its perfect for my
wife and myself who move every few years as we are in the military. Its a lot lighter than moving
conventional weight sets. As for the machine it does everything I need. Its very easy to use when
switching between workouts. Another aspect that I really like about it is that it helps build your
muscles a little different than regular free weights. For instance when doing bench press the weight
is at its heaviest when you have fully extended your arms and crossed your hands. The attachments
for the leg extension and preacher curls are a little wobbly. It gets the job done though. If I paid the
retail price on it then Id probably be a bit more upset about that.Please try again later. Please try
again later. Troy Price 4.0 out of 5 stars This machine is not light, it consists of many thick aluminum
pieces frankly it is a full workout in its own right just to assemble it. Your best option is finding some
help to put it together. Once the hard part of assembly is over youll see right away that the weight of
the machine is where it really shines. Its platform is solid and since it is heavy it really provides for a
nice sturdy workout.



The amount of exercises for both upper and lower body is quite astounding for a home gym and
moving between workouts is easy since you dont have to change cables like you do on most other
Bowflex machines. The accessory rack should be considered a must purchase, as many of the
accessories are large, heavy and awkward; they dont easily sit on the ground so youll want the rack
to store them. The ab cruncher is by far the most awkward accessory, it is heavy and has a tendency
to flop and swivel around while you move it. Getting it on and off the Bowflex can sometimes be a
challenge, and if youre not careful you can easily pinch a finger or bruise a shin. But dont let any of
this discourage you the results of this machine are phenomenal. Just make sure you use it properly
resistance training is definitely different than free weights. Take the time to learn how to pace
yourself about 34 seconds for each repetition and make sure you resist as much on the way down as
you did on the way up for the power rods will resist equally both ways. Once you get over the
installation and get used to the awkward accessories, this machine will change your body and your
life.Please try again later. Please try again later. Tino 5.0 out of 5 stars Yes, it does take about 818
hours of assembly varies depending on how good you are at putting things together. When you first
open the boxes and see all of the parts the task does look daunting, but the Bowflex instruction
manual does a fair job of explaining how to assemble it. I am OK at assembling things, such as Ikea
and Target furniture. Although, this was definitely a step up in difficulty, it isnt impossible. It does
take some patience and attention to detail. Took me 3 days working 4hrs a day to complete the
machine, total 12hrs. I did feel a sense of accomplishment knowing that I finished and did it alone. I
used it for a month and a half straight and after 4 weeks there were obvious results.

Unfortunately I fell off the workout wagon and began to use it less and less because I just got busy
with life. But if you use it it does work. One negative, I guess, is that it is BIG, about L8xW4xH7 so
you must have room for it. Even folded up it takes up about L5xW4xH7for the exercises that you get
the size makes senseI had it in our bedroom because it was the biggest room in our old apt, besides
the living room. Now we have a garage and I keep it there. It is a much better spot for it. Now that I
have my own workout room, I plan on getting back on the wagon and working out with it regularly.
It is a great machine that is fun to use. For me, it is even more fun to workout with a partner. Keep
in mind that it is different from using free weights. Where free weights tend to get easier when you
get to the top of your contraction, the Bowflex power rods on the other hand start off easier and get
tougher towards the top of your contraction. It takes some getting used to but as you use it you will
get used to it. There are so many exercises that you can have a different workout every week. It is
Well constructed, very durable, and most importantly it is effective. I will make my money back on
this the longer I have it as compared to a gym membership for 5yrs. So if you have the space are self
motivated and want a home gym, this is the product for you. Save yourself the trouble and get the
Ultimate 2 Accessory rack as well. At first I Thought I wouldnt need one but I am probably gonna get
one in the next few months because the accessories are everywhere and with it they will be a lot
more organized and easier to access when needed as well as store when not in use.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Wolf81tx 5.0 out of 5 stars I have had mine for a little over 3 months
now and I use it every day. The facts are if you use it you will get the results you are looking for. My
job is very demanding on my time so driving to a gym is out of the question.

I bought all the attatchments that can go with itthere are a few and the rod rejuvenator. The
rejuvenator does help. It keeps the rods strait. The dvd is very helpfull in understanding the bowflex
and its execises. That said the workout on it does not work for me but it guided me to create my
own. You can get the same workout with this bowflex that you can at a gym. Here are the pros and
cons of the bowflex. Pros Contruction is extremely good and durable, its cables and rods so its more
safe to work out by yourself then it is with free weights this was a big deal for me I can do squats
and bench presses without having to worry about getting a bar back in a cradle. It folds up and can
be rolled around which is good because this thing is quite large and heavy. Make sure you measure
and have enough room. I would say you need a 10 foot long by 7 foot wide by 7 foot tall area to use



this bowflex. You will want to put it together in the room you plan to use it. Hallways and doorways
are not really an option when its assembled. Assembly for me was easy I am a mechanic. Cons Its
big. Is it worth it That depends. If it stays hidden for eternity or may become a really expencive
clothes hanger then no. If you are serious and will use it then yes.Please try again later. Please try
again later. nicknick 5.0 out of 5 stars I have been using it every other day since then. I have lost
almost 10 lbs. I am on a diet as well, so no big surprise there, but I am more impressed with the flab
I am losing and the tone I am gaining. My husband is working out too, and his belly and love handles
have all gone down a bit. This thing is easy to use, and really does work!! I would highly recommend
getting the accessory stand, otherwise there will be pieces all over the room it is in, and they could
get damaged.Please try again later. Please try again later.

Having the Bowflex Ultimate 2 at home gives owners the flexibility of having a gym at home because
it provides a full body workout experience with an assortment of more than 95 exercises. To save
space around the home after workouts, the Bowflex Ultimate 2 can be disassembled. Detach the
cables from the hooks at the bottom of the abscrunch cable and carefully slide up the abscrunch
component from the seatrail support. Lift up the end of the bench farthest from the sliding side and
remove the bench from the seat rail by unhinging it from the cross brace that attaches it to the
slidingseat bracket. Unhook the curl bar from the webbing on the rollerpad bar at the legextension
attachment. Remove the preachercurl attachment from the legextension attachment by unhooking it.
Unhook the legextension seat frame from the posts of the legextension attachment. Locate the hooks
below the legextension fixture and unhook the attached cables. From the posts on the seatrail
support, unhook the legextension fixture to free this up and slide up to remove the attachment. On
both flanks of the squat attachment, unhook the cables leading towards the chestbar sliding pulley
to detach it. Remove the squat attachment from the lower post on the seat frame by unlocking it
from its position and unhooking it to free it up. Locate and remove the squat holder that is inserted
into the round hole beneath the seat rail. Detach the cable attached at the front of the bench
support. It is the one that extends from the back of the assembly toward the front. Carefully thread
the cable through the different pulley assemblies and take note of their placement to make it easy to
reassemble the unit in the future. Thread the cable through the lower half of the floatingpulley
assembly. Disassemble the singlepulley assembly to fully detach the cable. Repeat this step for the
cables on the other side of the Bowflex. Unscrew the bolts and washers and detach the upperlat
uprights from the lowerlat uprights.

Detach the lowerlat uprights from the rearbase assembly by unscrewing the bolts used to attach it.
Remove the plastic covers from the base assembly by unscrewing the bolts that attach these.
Disjoint the frontbase assembly and the frontrear assembly by removing the bolts and washers.
Warnings Enlist a friend to help disassemble the Bowflex Ultimate 2 because most components are
large and heavy. References Bowflex Bowflex Ultimate 2 Home Gym Warnings Enlist a friend to help
disassemble the Bowflex Ultimate 2 because most components are large and heavy. About the
Author Based in Michigan, Jane Gateway has been writing about gender, poverty and politics since
1977. She served as a communications director and writer for the Nigerian Federal Ministry of
Information and Culture. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in communications sciences and a Master of
Arts in educational administration from Michigan State University, where she is pursuing a Ph.D. in
media and information studies.


